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By Rod Brylawski

Excited about his new baby, Spinner 
did what any parent might do.  He posted 
pictures on his website, where it caught the 
eye of Stephen Newman, an American En-
gineer and watch lover himself.  Fascinated 
by the manual wind chronograph Spinner 
had just built; Stephen contacted Spinner 
and offered to buy the watch.  A partner-
ship was developed and a watch company 
was born.  Today, Stephen is the President 
and CEO of UTS North America.  

UTS stands for “Uhren Technic 
Spinner” which means Practical/Useful 
Watches, made by Spinner. Every watch 
is completely handmade by Herr Spin-
ner.  There’s no team of watchmakers in his 
shop.  There’s simply Mr. Spinner making 
every watch he sells. And each and every 
model is limited to just 200 pieces.  It sim-
ply doesn’t get much more limited edition 
than that!    

UTS is known for rock solid watch 
cases.  And Spinner mills each case on his 
CNC machines from solid blocks of high 
grade German Stainless Steel.  Not only 
rock solid, each case has a high-tech look 
complemented by UTS trademark lugs, se-
curely attached by hex screws.  

With seven models in the collection, 
diver’s types are what UTS is really known 
for.  As a matter of fact, 10 years ago UTS 
became the FIRST watch company to put 
a Sapphire back on a 1000 meter dive 
watch!  And if you think UTS isn’t high 
end enough, consider the 1000M Tourbil-
lon Dive watch with a manual wind move-
ment, power reserve of 110 hours and a 
price tag of $45,000.  That should impress 
even those with the deepest of pockets. 

Its cool owning a watch featured in a 

RUGGED
Hollywood movie, right?  Rolex and Omega 
have been in James Bond movies and UTS 
is no stranger to Hollywood either. In the 
recent Bruce Willis movie, “A Good Day 
to Die Hard,” the character Mako wore 
a 1000M V2 and even the film’s director 
John Moore wore a 4000M.  

A UTS watch is not for the faint of 
wrist.  On a metal bracelet, it weighs 255 
grams (155 grams on rubber).  But with 
their patented lugs, it’s actually quite com-
fortable and sits flat on my 7 ¼” wrist.  One 
thing’s for sure, if you have one of these bad 
boys strapped on your wrist, you won’t for-
get you’re wearing a watch! 

The watch finish is brushed perfectly 
by hand for a purpose built “Tool Watch” 
look and the dial adds visual depth with a 
Sunburst center and solid outer ring.  The 
writing is minimalist and the date change 
wheel is color matched in a small window 
between 4 and 5.  

The UTS metal bracelet is solid and 
hefty and each link is brushed just like the 
watch (no fancy polished pieces here.)  A 

lot of thought went into the bracelet.  Even 
the tri-fold clasp is decorated and the mas-
sive buckle is curved above the end link to 
avoid scratching the end link below. 

Inside the hand crafted case, UTS 
installs only “Top Grade” (mostly ETA) 
movements. My 1000M is fitted with the 
ETA 2824-2, adjusted personally by Spin-
ner in five positions and runs amazingly 
accurate. 

Even today very few 1000 meter dive 
watches offer a Sapphire back. To ensure 
the impressive water resistance, the sap-
phire crystal is a very thick 4mm with par-
ticular attention given to the seals.  Finally 
what’s a “badass” dive watch without “ba-
dass” lume?  UTS doesn’t disappoint with 
generous coating of Blue Super-LumiNova 
on the hands/markers and at 12o’clock po-
sition on the rotating bezel.  

This watch is so cool on so many lev-
els that I find myself choosing to wear it 
over others, some costing a lot more.  It has 
tremendous wrist presence, is extremely 
accurate and incredibly well made. To be 
honest, it would have been a real shame if 
Herr. Spinner found a watch meeting his 
needs in 1998.  It would have deprived 
many, myself included, the opportunity to 
own something truly special!  

RARE & 

With a nice but conservative 
watch collection, it was time to 
add a “Badass” Dive Watch to 

my collection - But which one?   To be hon-
est I don’t dive.  Heck, my watches don’t 
even get wet.  Still, I found myself looking 
at diver’s types and thinking I needed (OK, 
wanted) one.  This is why a UTS 1000m V2 
Pacific Horizon wound up in my collection.

Before I buy anything I research obses-
sively.  I had read about an Engineer, Nico-
laus Spinner, who owns a CNC manufactur-
ing firm in Munich, Germany.  He’s a watch 
enthusiast who back in 1998 was looking 
for a watch with qualities he couldn’t find 
in other brands.  So what does a guy who 
owns an engineering firm in Germany do?  
Order some parts, machine a case, and 
make exactly what he wants!  
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Individually Crafted In Germany
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